The thermal conductivity of ethane in the critical region has been measured isochorically at densities up to 1.76 times the critical density and at temperatures down to 0.13 K above the critical temperature. The measurements were performed with a thermal conductivity apparatus based on the parallelplate method. The experimental accuracy was 0.5 to 5 %, depending on the distance to the critical point. The experimental results agree well with a recently developed crossover theory for the thermal diffusivity of fluids in the critical region.
INTRODUCTION
Most methods for measuring the thermal conductivity in fluids fail in the vicinity of the gas-liquid critical point, because, in that region, convection is very difficult to avoid and because the application of a temperature gradient causes uncertainty in the thermodynamic state of the fluid. The parallel-plate method, in which a horizontal layer of the fluid is heated from above, is a configuration in which these effects can be avoided, even very close to the critical point, by choosing a small temperature difference and a small plate separation. It is, therefore, not surprising that the most accurate data for the thermal conductivity in the neighborhood of the critical point have been measured with such a device.
With the present apparatus a strong critical anomaly of the thermal conductivity of xenon [1] and argon [-2] has been measured at tem-peratures down to 0.13 K above the critical temperature. The results were analyzed in terms of a revised mode-mode coupling theory [2, 3] . The aim of the present series of measurements is the study of the thermal conductivity of the binary mixture carbon dioxide~ethane near the mixture critical point. Therefore, reliable measurements close to the critical point of the pure substances are necessary. For the thermal conductivity of carbon dioxide, the well-known measurements of Sengers et al. [-4-7] are available. The present study provides measurements of a comparable accuracy and extent for ethane, which has, according to Douslin and Harrison [8] , a critical pressure Po of 4.87176 MPa, a critical temperature Tc of 305.33 K, and a critical density Pc of 6.870 mol. dm-3.
The theory for the transport properties of the pure components has recently been extended to a complete description of the critical enhancement of the viscosity and the thermal conductivity in the entire region where a critical enhancement is observed [9-1! ]. This crossover formalism contains only one adjustable parameter which has the physical meaning of a finite cutoff wave number for the long-range critical fluctuations.
EXPERIMENTAL
The thermal conductivity cell, which is mounted in a pressure vessel, is shown in Fig. 1 . The fluid surrounds the cell and fills the gaps between the guard ring, upper plate, and lower plate. The cell is based on the guarded hot plate principle. Heat supplied by the upper plate heater is transported from the upper plate to the lower plate across the gap of thickness d= 155 #m through the sample fluid. The two plates are separated by thin glass spacers. The heat generated in the heaters in the guard ring serves to eliminate net heat transport from the upper plate to its surroundings. The guard ring, upper plate, and lower plate are composed of several sections of electrolytic copper. All heater and thermometer wires in the plates and guard ring lie in groove s and are electrically insulated from the copper parts by strings of numerous beads of beryllium oxide, which is a good thermal conductor. Furthermore, an isolation cap made of kufaleyt is placed around the guard ring. A good room temperature stabilization system was used which kept this temperature constant to within 0.1 K, because part of the electrical bridge circuit was, inevitably, outside the pressure vessel.
The thermal conductivity of the fluid can be deduced from the relation
= Qd/(A AT)
where Q is the power developed in the upper plate heater, A is the effective area of the upper plate, d is the distance between the plates, and AT is the
